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ABSTRACT

My *Concerto for Marimba Quartet and Orchestra* is designed to be a showcase for marimba ensemble, within the context of a traditional orchestral concerto. It is comprised of three movements. The language of the concerto is at times pluralistic, and at other times homogeneous. The music plays with repetition, simplicity, variability and persistence.

The three movements that comprise this concerto are each designed to capitalize on the unique sound of the marimbas in combination with other instruments. In the first movement a small three-note motive (carefully selected to be easy to play rapidly with mallets) is translated from the marimbas to the ensemble to create homogenous textures that develop harmonically using pattern and repetition.

The second movement is an exploration of the elasticity of rhythm. It sets the marimbas against still chords in the orchestra. It also employs a heightened level of chromaticism in passages that contrast with diatonic chords that are built from the three-
note motive of the first movement. The final movement is an exploration of ensemble virtuosity. Rhythms and harmonic material are passed throughout the soloists and orchestra. This movement is designed to play with repetition and the expectations of a rondo form. Material from the two previous movements is recapped at the end.
Instrumentation

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Clarinets in Bb
2 Bassoons

2 Horns in F
3 Trumpets in C
3 Trombones

2 pianos (2nd doubling Celeste)
Harp

Solo Marimba I – 4 ½ octave model
Solo Marimba II – 4 ½ octave model
Solo Marimba III – 4 ½ octave model
Solo Marimba IV – must have a low C16

Strings

Duration: 17’

This score is transposed. The Double Bass sounds one octave lower than written. The Celeste sounds one octave higher that written.